	Alma Singer's Titles

	Section I - My Mother's Sadness
1—My name is Alma Singer
2—What I am not
3—My brother believes in God
4—My father died when I was seven
5—The Dead Sea is the lowest place on Earth
6—No two people looked less alike than my mother and father
7—There is a photograph of my mother that no one has ever seen
8—My mother is the most stubborn person I know
9—What followed were the happiest years of their lives
10—They moved to New York and had me
11—I was six when my father was diagnosed with Pancreatic Cancer
12—He liked to cook and laugh and sing, could start a fire with his hands, fix things that were broken, and explain how to launch things into space, but he died within nine months.
13—My father was not a famous Russian writer
14—At the end of the world
15—Whenever I go out to play, my mother wanted to know exactly where I was going to be
16—Everything is remade as Reason
17—Carrots
18—My mother never fell out of love with my father
19—The wall of dictionaries between my mother and the world gets taller every years
20—My mother has only been on two dates since my father died
21—I thought it was just that she hadn't met the right person
22—That year I wore my father's sweater for forty-two days straight
23—My mother keeps a photograph of my father on the wall next to her desk
24—All the friends I ever had are gone (see V.12)
25—My brother, the Messiah
26—The situation verged on critical
27—One thing I am never going to do when I grow up
28—A hundred things can change your life; a letter is one (see V.16)
29—My mother used to read to me from The History of Love
30—The Italian post takes so long; things get lost and lives are ruined forever
31—Every Israelite holds the honor of his people in his hands
32—For two months, my mother hardly left the house
33—The History of Love, Chapter 10
34—There was nothing left to lose. (see V.22)

	Section II - My Father's Tent
1—My father did not like to write letters
2—He gave me a pen that could work without gravity (see II.3)
3—The man who couldn't escape gravity (see II.2)
4—I searched out other forms of life
5—Once I used the pen to write to my father
6—If I had a Russian accent everything would be different
7—The boy with the accordion
8—(...)
9—The man who searched for a stone
10—I read the letter one hundred times
11—How I am
12—Not much
13—The eternal disappointment of life as it is
14—The Birth of Feeling

	Section III - Flood
1—How to make a fire without matches
2—All the time my brother saves my life
3—But why
4—Lost at sea
5—The things I want to say get stuck in my mouth
6—Looking for someone who most likely doesn't exist
7—If things go on like this
8—Interglacial
9—If she's real
10—Then
11—A week passed and Misha and I didn't speak
12—Memories passed down to me from my father (see IV.10)
13—Two weeks passed, Misha and I still hadn't spoken, Uncle Julian hadn't left, and it was almost the end of August (see IV.13)
14—Then I had an idea
15—The next day was Sunday - the next day after Leo dies is a Sunday
16—31 Chambers Street, Room 103
17—The worst mistake my mother ever made
18—Then it was Tuesday
19—Lonely people are always up in the middle of the night - "At night all cows are black."
20—Awake in the dark - "At night all cows are black."
21—She must have gotten married!
22—Being normal
23—Outside, it was still coming down - and so Bird made his ark

	Section IV - If Not, Not
1—What I look like naked
2—My mother looks right through me
3—All the lies I've ever told will come back to me one day
4—The broken lightbulb - lightbulb which is the moon which is the coin with two heads. holy crap!! (the coin that A and L are opposite sides of)
5—There are no pay phones in the Arctic
6—I knock and she answers
7—I'm sick of famous writers
8—Uncle Julian
9—Merde
10—Memories passed down to me from my mother (see III.12)
11—How to restore a heartbeat
12—I gave up
13—Then it was September (see III.13, III.18)

	Section V - My Life Underwater
1—The longing that exists between species
2—Self-protrait with breasts
3—How to waterproof your brother
4—The more I thought about it, the more my stomach hurt
5—Once
6—I read it again
7—And again
8—And again
9—Holy cow
10—The situation
11—Waiting
12—All the friends I ever had (see I.24) - "Yes, I do. I have plenty of friends—"
13—In another room, my mother slept curled next to the warmth of a pile of books
14—I tried not to think about
15—I should
16—A hundred things can change your life (see I.28)
17—Look at me
18—I told him the whole story about The History of Love
19—I just do
20—Shallon, Shalop, Shallot, Shallow
21—Shalom, Sham, Shaman, Shamble
22—I decided there was nothing left to lose (see I.34)

And what's more interesting to me than anything else is that these ideas can all be combined into "ages," as it were, and that Alma's perception of the world boils down to The History of Love.

Finally, there's the odd note of reference. As Oksner pointed out, Leo's modeling is the cross. The fact that he never did find Bruno in America, that Bruno died in Europe in 1941, is pretty disturbing. That the note he thought he found wasn't real... that so much of his perspective could be as meaningless as Vardaman's or Dell's. And yet, in the same manner as those, it is so damningly important—it is who he is, the true master of silence, a master of self, and, ultimately, God himself, moving on beyond the world. Leo makes the angels.

Leo has sand in his pockets.

And that sand leaks out, and into the broken lightbulb, and there's sand on the moon. And Leo will get a posthumous Nobel, and Bird will never be normal, and Alma will always be the only girl. I should have known, from the mention of the elephant, that Bruno wasn't real.
